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CONTACT US

DEU UNITED NATIONS 
TRAINING CENTRE

UNThe team of DEU UNTC is pleased to serve with further 
information at the e-mail addresses stated below:

1. a. Bilateral annual programmes
VNAusbZBwIntKoop@bundeswehr.org

1. b. DEU UNTC invitation  
VNAusbZBwIntKoop@bundeswehr.org

2. a. Note Verbale 
VNAusbZBwUNMOC@bundeswehr.org

2. b. Military Training Assistance Programme
VNAusbZBwIntKoop@bundeswehr.org

INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATIONS

WE LOOK 
FORWARD TO 
MEETING YOU!

3. SUMMARY

Trainers/instructors Training course participants

Bilateral annual
programme between
DEU and non-NATO/
non-EU states

DEU UNTC
invitation

Note Verbale 
(UNMOC female) and/or 

Note Verbale 
(UNMOC ToT GEAFUNTC)

Military Training
Assistance

This chart illustrates the different ways and possibilities 
for sending personnel to the DEU UNTC.

INTERNATIONAL 
course participants at the

DEU UNTC



Under this programme, there are two options for employment 
as a trainer/instructor in a course/training conducted at the  
DEU UNTC: 

  Exchange within the framework of a bilateral annual  
programme arranged between Germany and a non-NATO/ 
non-EU nation

      On invitation by the DEU UNTC

a. Bilateral annual programmes

Activities under this programme are arranged within the  
framework of bilateral coordination meetings between the DEU 
Armed Forces Office and the military attaché of the sending 
nation in Germany. The coordination meetings are also used 
to make final cost arrangements. The basic rule is that the  
travel expenses shall be borne by the sending state,   whereas 
the costs for internal transfers, accommodation, meals and  
medical care in military facilities shall be borne by the receiving 
state. 

There are, however, exceptions to this rule on account of  
specific bilateral agreements between individual countries. 
Please consult your military attaché in Germany or contact the 
DEU UNTC to obtain information on the regulations applicable 
to your country. 

Should you wish to actively apply for a bilateral activity, you can 
request further procedural information via your military attaché 
in Germany.

b. DEU UNTC invitation  

The initiative will initially be taken by the DEU UNTC. The rules 
governing the absorption of costs are based on the agreements 
made in the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) concluded 
between Germany and your home country. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the DEU UNTC to obtain  
information on the applicable national regulations. If there is 
no MoU in effect yet, DEU UNTC will usually bear the travel  
expenses and the costs for internal transfers, accommodation, 
meals and medical care in military facilities. 

1. 
Also in this category, there are two options for participating in a 
course/training conducted at the DEU UNTC:

  Participation on the basis of a Note Verbale, for example:  
United Nations Military Observer Course female (UNMOC  
female) or United Nations Military Observer Training of Trainers 
(UNMOC ToT GEAFUNTC) 

             Participation under the Military Training Assistance  
Programme

a. Note Verbale

The Federal Republic of Germany intends to invite UN member 
states personnel on a regular basis per Note Verbale to attend 
the “UNMOC female” and “UNMOC ToT GEAFUNTC” courses 
at the DEU UNTC free of charge. DEU UNTC is responsible for 
administrative processing. 

This universal free participation note will usually be sent at 
the end of the previous year or the beginning of the year of  
implementation via the United Nations to the representatives of 
the member states. Travel expenses and the costs for internal 
transfers, accommodation, meals and medical care in military 
facilities will be borne by the Federal Republic of Germany. 

b. Military Training Assistance Programme

Under this programme, seats are allocated in coordination  
between the DEU Armed Forces Office and the German  
military attachés. Applications must therefore be submitted to the  
German military attaché in your home country. This ensures 
that the financial arrangements are customised. Please send 
requests for further information to the German military attaché 
in your home country. DEU UNTC will be glad to support you. 

2. 
The DEU United Nations Training Centre (DEU 
UNTC) accomplishes a wide variety of training  
commitments and is an active member of the  
international peacekeeping network. 

In this context, the centre maintains close  
relationships and provides for an intensive exchange 
of experience with training centres all over the world 
that train and educate military and civilian personnel 
for peace missions.

The participation of international subject-matter  
experts and personnel in our courses is  
greatly appreciated as a significant professional and  
intercultural enrichment. UN missions are  
always conducted in a multinational setting. The  
multinational environment must therefore also be 
reflected in training.

This handout is intended to make it easier for you, 
our international peacekeeping network partners 
and friends, to participate in our training courses 
and to show you how to proceed. Our common goal 
is to ensure smooth administration at all levels.

Two functional categories are available for military 
personnel wishing to attend international courses at 
the DEU UNTC. Option 1 is the participation as a 
member of the team of instructors within the scope 
of the instructor exchange programme; Option 2 is 
the attendance as a training course participant.
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